MASTER DEALER PROGRAM

MASTER DEALER CORPORATE PROfiLE

Welcome to the 2013 Master Dealer Program. We are as excited as you
are for the year ahead with a wide range of events to look forward to.
Last year our sponsorships of the Adelaide Crows, Richmond Tigers
and Olympic radio Coverage on 2GB and National Network Partners
created great brand awareness for Kumho Tyres. We are continuing
our involvement sponsoring the Saint George Illawarra Dragons, the
Australian Rally Championship, the V8 Touring Car Championship
and the F3 Racing champion.
In addition to sponsorships, Kumho will be supporting our master/
associated dealers with a wide range of point-of-sale support. This
includes posters, tyre racks, banners, wall charts and so much more
to communicate and engage potential customers! We will also be
conducting drive days throughout the year allowing you to test Kumho
Tyres and see the quality for your self.
Moreover, Kumho Tyres has continued its alliance with the McGrath
Foundation and will have another National Pink Fitters Day with all
our dealers given the chance to get involved.
With Kumho you know you are teaming up with a top 3, with the
highest market growth, strong OE replacement demand and high
brand awareness – a true recipe for success.
We look forward to working with you and helping you prosper in
the year ahead.
Kind Regards,

Bill Sutton
Sales Director

KUMHO iN AUSTRALiA

Quality, commitment and innovation
For half a century, Kumho has built a successful worldwide brand
around these ideals. Kumho Tyres have been steadily growing
and adapting in the face of an ever changing and often volatile
business landscape. During that time, roads have gotten bigger
and better but what has remained unchanged has been our
approach to innovation and technical development. This has seen
us emerge as a top 10 player in the global market.
Kumho Tyres is part of the massive Kumho Asiana group, a
South-Korean based conglomerate. We manufacture our aircraft,
car, suv, truck and bus tyres in Korea, China and Vietnam, and
spread our Research & Design skills throughout the globe – in
Korea, USA, and Europe. Through passion, manufacturing
expertise and advanced technology, Kumho Tyres has been a
shining light in the Kumho Asiana group, producing 65 million
tyres annually and supplying 150 countries. Wherever you find
roads, you’ll find Kumho.
It’s a simple equation – to provide top service and support
nationwide, you need an extensive dealer network. After more
than thirty years in Australia, Kumho have built such a network to
best serve motorists’ needs, wherever they may be. Since their
inception, Kumho dealers have grown from strength to strength,
building on a positive brand image and quality product offering.
And through Kumho’s various sponsorships and support for
causes such as the McGrath Foundation, our dealers are more
than just a retail outlet – they are an extension of our brand values.

BRAND AWARENESS & MARKETiNG

Marketing
Kumho is a true partner when it comes to supporting its retailers.
From external point of sale items such as tyre racks, tyre centres,
flying banners and a large range or promotional material.
Instore posters and brochures support programs such as national
direct mail initiatives that drive customers to your door.
Whether your customer is a city driver or travels off road more
then not you can be assured you’ll have the sales tools to close
the sale.
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NO WORRIES
For peace of mind ensure you’re covered against tyre damage resulting from:
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Low profile high performance tyres come at a price, so why not protect
your investment with Kumho’s ‘No Worries’ Road Hazard Warranty.
You’ll be guarded against tyre damage due to road conditions such as
potholes, gutters and foreign objects on the road.

NO WORRIES

T H E S M A RTC H O I C E
Kumho Tyres have a well earnt reputation for innovation,
quality, durability and value for money. We're an approved
original equipment supplier and our 80,000km mileage
guarantee is proof Kumho Tyres last the distance.
Kumho Tyres are not just road worthy, they're wallet worthy,
making Kumho the smart choice.

BUY OUR TYRES, WE PLANT A TREE...
IT’S THAT SIMPLE
With its fuel-saving properties and environmentally friendly compound, the Kumho Ecowing is already helping
us ‘tread more carefully’. Planting a forest is just another way. Because when it comes to great ideas, all you
need to do is plant the seed.
KU19

Proud
Supporters of:
Printed on eco-friendly recycled paper. Trees are planted by Greenfleet Australia (ABN 22 095 044 465) with cost donated by Kumho Tyre Australia (ABN 46 003 300 678). For more information on the work of Greenfleet visit www.greenfleet.com.au
Fuel savings of up to 5.5% are due to increased rolling resistance. Testing was undertaken by the Korea Automobile Testing and Research Institute (KATRI) in Korea in December 2009. Ecowing KH30 tyres where tested against regular compound
Kumho KH16 tyres and other brand tyres. Environmentally friendly compound is a HA oil free compound in which the extender oil is compliant with EU legislation applicable starting 2010. (so called High Aromatic oil has been eliminated)

Direct mail catalogue

At only $3.95* RRP per tyre you can
have peace of mind at a small price.

At Kumho, we’re helping save the planet one tyre at a time. When you buy a Kumho Ecowing tyre we’ll work
with environmental team Greenfleet to plant a native tree right here in Australia.
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*Terms and conditions apply. See instore for details. #Warranty is valid for the first 25% of the tyre tread life or 12 months from date of purchase, whichever occurs first. Available at participating outlets only.

Promotion poster

Flying banner

Tyre centre

Sponsorship

Community

We’re proud of our name – so much so, we want to see it everywhere.

Kumho is proud to continue its support of the McGrath Foundation in

sponsorship, we potentially create 360-degree awareness while also
supporting some fantastic events in the process.
And sponsership is not just limited to sports the involve our products
- it’s about being part of the larger community and getting the Kumho
name out there.

2013, in its efforts to fund breast care nurses through out Australia and
raise awareness of breast cancer among young women.
Chairman and co-founder Glenn McGrath said it was great to see a
leader in the Australian tyre industry getting behind the foundation. “It
shows people in the tyre industry understand breast cancer doesn’t
just effect women, it effects families”.

Kumho tyre dealers around the nation are wearing pink shirts
on April 20th, 2012 in support of the McGrath Foundation.
Each store purchases special pink shirts to wear on the day,
with proceeds raised from the purchase of these shirts being
donated to the McGrath Foundation.
So when you’re thinking about purchasing new tyres for your
vehicle, think pink, and support your local Kumho tyre dealer.

KT2098

By putting the Kumho brind into other areas of life and lifestyle through

RED REWARDS

With Kumho Tyres you’ll earn great rewards for your home and business.
From the latest in Samsung technology to a range of premiums and apparell, you’ll work smart and look smart.
Welcome to the world of Red Rewards.

PLATiNUM DEALER

The challenge for independent dealers has always been the threat
of major competitors/ franchises with their greater marketing
scope and operating efficiencies. Yet the costs and regulations of
linking to a major group have often outweighed the benefits.
By joining the Kumho Platinum Dealer Program, you benefit from
the best of both worlds – a continued local presence coupled with
major-player support and nationwide exposure.

Great looking store – inside and out
Keeping your independence
Financial advantage
Marketing programs
Ongoing support and training
No fees!
Grow your business with a global tyre manufacturer.

GO KUMHO.
GO PLATiNUM.

kumho.com.au

communications@kumho.com.au

facebook.com/kumhotyres

@kumhotyres
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